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haidislocations on basal or prismatic planes and f1122g compression twins are commonly activated in
deformed Titanium (Ti). In the present work, their interactions are investigated by both crystallographic
analysis and atomistic simulations. For a three-dimensional f1122g twin, we firstly analyze seven possible
twin boundaries (TBs) bonding two low index planes in matrix and twin. Next, we focus on the two lower
energy boundaries, f1122gM=T k f1122gT=M coherent twin boundary (CTB) and f1211gM=T k f1211gT=M.
Depending on dislocation character and boundary type, we define four types of interactions between hai dis-
locations and these TBs. Further, we predict possible dislocation reactions on/across TBs using crystallo-
graphic analysis according to the deformation compatibility and the change in elastic energy, such as
twinning/detwinning of the primary twin, slip transmission and secondary twinning, for each type of inter-
action. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are then conducted for all interactions under pre-selected
loadings in order to explore the dynamic process associated with each of these interactions and examine the
predicted reactions. MD simulations predict that the interaction between hai dislocations and some facets
can lead to the formation of secondary twins and hai dislocations on basal or prismatic planes in twins, and
reveal the possibility of forming hci and h cþ a i dislocations in twins. Moreover, some of the possible reac-
tions take place on lateral TBs other than CTBs.

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Titanium and its alloys have wide applications in the aerospace,
chemical and medical implants industries because of their specific
strength, excellent corrosion resistance and good biocompatibility
[1�3]. A fundamental understanding of the deformation mechanisms
activated during plasticity is essential for the development of constitu-
tive laws of Ti alloys that can be used to predict the deformation
behavior and optimize the forming routes of Ti alloys [4�8]. a-Ti with
the hexagonal close packed (HCP) crystal structure at room tempera-
ture deforms plastically via dislocation slip and twinning. These dislo-
cations are associated with prismatic hai slip, basal hai slip and
pyramidal h cþ a i slip. Prismatic hai and basal hai slip are more easily
activated due to their lower critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) com-
pared with pyramidal h cþ a i slip [9�12]. However, hai dislocations
cannot contribute to plasticity along the hci axis. Thus, twinning occurs
in competition with h cþ a i slip to accommodate plastic deformation
along hci axis. f1012g tension twins and f1122g compression twins
are commonly activated at room temperature [13�15].

hai dislocations and twins are activated concurrently during
mechanical deformation. Therefore, interactions between disloca-
tions [16�20], twins [21�27] and dislocation and twin [25, 28�31]
will inevitably take place. Regarding latent hardening induced by dis-
location-dislocation interactions, experimental measurements indi-
cate that the effective slip resistance scales as the square root of
dislocation density [16�18], and the effective interaction strength
between two slip systems is often expressed by means of a general-
ized Taylor-like equation as proposed by Zaoui et al. [32]. Twin-twin
interactions can cause work hardening [33�36] and have been
shown to initiate cracks [35, 37�40]. As an incoming twin is
obstructed by a pre-existing twin [21, 41, 42], twin-twin junctions
(TTJs) and associated boundaries (TTBs) form [42�44]. These subse-
quently affect twinning, detwinning, and slip processes [43, 45, 46].
When dislocations approach a twin, it may interact with twin bound-
aries (TBs). The interactions between TBs and dislocations induce dis-
location reactions at the interface [47�53], twinning/detwinning of
the primary twin [54�58], and secondary twinning in pre-existing
twins [28, 59]. Consequently, different interactions result in complex
mechanical response. For example, Capolungo et al. [60] performed
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sets of temperature jump tests in Zr and showed that the interactions
between dislocations and f1012g twins induced less hardening than
the interactions between dislocations and f1122g twins. The associ-
ated mechanisms need further investigation.

The interactions between hai dislocations and f1012g twins have
been investigated extensively using geometrical models (GMs)
[61�66], experimental characterizations [6, 47�51, 67�75] and
atomistic simulations [52�58, 76, 77]. GMs predict the: (i) complete
transmission of a screw hai dislocation into the twin whereby the
transmitted dislocation remains unaltered [52, 53, 64, 66], (ii) the
transmission of two mixed hai dislocations with the same screw com-
ponent into the twin as a h cþ a i dislocation [53, 64, 66], and (iii) the
transmission of two mixed hai dislocations with the opposite screw
component into a hci dislocation in twins [72]. Molodov et al. [47] uti-
lized optical microscopy to observe slip traces in matrix and twin,
and confirmed that the transmission of screw hai dislocations is con-
sistent with GM’s prediction. Moreover, h cþ a i dislocations have
been characterized in the vicinity of TBs and within twins in Mg [48,
49] and Zn [50, 51] by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Wang et al. [78] performed in-situ tension test in TEM and showed
that dislocation slip induce twin growth. Further, atomistic simula-
tions predicted similar twin growth during dislocation-twin interac-
tions. The majority of atomistic simulations are conducted in a two-
dimensional (2D) framework, and reveal that screw hai dislocations
transmit into the same dislocation in twin [52] and mixed hai disloca-
tions result in twinning/detwinning of the primary twins [54�58, 76,
77]. However, some of the experimental observations and predictions
by GMs cannot be rationalized using a 2D framework. Gong et al. [53]
first simulated the interaction between basal hai dislocations and a
3D f1012g twin for different dislocation character and twin bound-
aries. In addition to the findings reported in 2D simulations, they
found that as two mixed hai dislocations react with the lateral side of
a twin, they transmit into the twin as a h cþ a i dislocation. They also
noticed that the local stress field associated with the lateral side of a
3D twin facilitates cross-slip of screw hai dislocations, resulting in for-
mation of jogs and basal stacking faults.

As for the interactions between hai dislocations and f1122g twins,
the Correspondence Matrix Rule (CMR, one of the GMs) [65, 79, 80] was
used to analyze the crystallographic transformation of slip planes and
slip vectors during the reorientation from matrix to f1122g twin. Based
on the CMR calculation, there is no slip system in the f1122g twin cor-
responding to basal hai slip or prismatic hai slip in matrix. This does not
fully agree with experimental observations. For example, only hai dislo-
cations are characterized and reported in the matrix while hai, hci and
h cþ a i dislocations have been shown to coexist in f1122g twins [74,
81�83], mostly in the vicinity of TBs. This implies that the formation of
hci and h cþ a i dislocations in the twin is possibly resulted from the
interactions between hai dislocations in matrix and the twin. This
Fig. 1. Dichromatic complex associated with f1122g twinning viewed along (a) -l direction
sent atoms in twin and black symbols represent atoms in matrix. The circles, positive/invert
the paper.
discrepancy between CMR analysis and experiments may originate
from the fact that the character of the interaction boundary is not taken
into account. Moreover, possible generation of secondary twinning is
not considered in CMR. In Ti, f1122g! f1012g and f1122g! f1121g
double twins are often observed [28, 84]. Xu et al. [28, 29] proposed
that f1012g secondary twins nucleate by dissociation of prismatic hai
dislocations on TBs and f1121g secondary twins nucleate by dissocia-
tion of basal hai dislocations on TBs. Serra et al. [56] conducted MD sim-
ulations with a 2D twin and found that an edge basal hai dislocation is
blocked by the f1122g CTB while a mixed basal hai dislocation with a
mixed leading partial dislocation may transmit into the twin. There is
no report on simulations of interactions between prismatic hai disloca-
tions and f1122g twins because of the difficulty in constructing a 2D
simulation model with the right periodicity along both, the zone axis of
the twin and the line of dislocations. In addition, current 2D MD simula-
tions cannot explain the formation of hci and h cþ a i dislocations
within twins.

In this work, we systematically investigate interactions between
prismatic hai and basal hai dislocations and a 3D f1122g twin in Ti by
using crystallographic analysis and MD simulations. Characteristic
boundaries associated with 3D f1122g twins are firstly identified
based on the crystallography of a f1122g twin and interface energies.
As for crystallographic analysis of dislocation-twin interactions, we
deal with the requirement of deformation compatibility by using
Werner’s geometric model [85] to predict possible reactions with
respect to the type of TBs and the character of incoming dislocations.
Furthermore, Frank’s criteria [86] is employed to evaluate the change
in the elastic energy of dislocations involved in the reactions. MD sim-
ulations are then performed to explore the dynamic process of possible
reactions. Our results reveal that the combined application of crystallo-
graphic analysis, Frank’s criteria and 3D MD simulations for disloca-
tion-twin interactions are needed in order to provide a comprehensive
and more realistic understanding of dislocation-twin interactions.

2. Characteristic twin boundaries of three-dimensional f1122g
twin

Twins are 3D domains inside grains. The definition of normal-,
forward- and lateral-TBs corresponds to twin propagation along twin
normal K1, twinning shear h1 and zone axis l, respectively [87, 88].
Normal-TBs consist of the CTB and ledges on it associated with the
pileup of twinning disconnections/dislocations (TDs). Forward- and
lateral-TBs form as a result of pileup of TDs. The interaction of dislo-
cations with a 3D twin is eventually determined by the reaction of
the incoming dislocations with these TBs.

Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the dichromatic complex associated with
f1122g twinning viewed along -l and -h1 directions, corresponding
to bright side (BS) and dark side (DS) views of a twin. The dichromatic
to predict forward-TBs and (b) -h1 direction to predict lateral-TBs. Red symbols repre-
ed triangles, and diamonds represent atoms with different coordinates along the out of



Table 1
Possible interfaces associated with f1122g twinning.

Interface Twist/tilt angle Type Energy (mJ/m2)

CTB 0° Normal-TB 285
BPy2/Py2B 8.01° (Tilt) Forward-TB 760
Pr2Py3/Py3Pr2 3.77° (Tilt) Forward-TB 685
K2 12.32° (Tilt) Forward-TB 880
T-Pr1Pr1 12.32° (Twist) Lateral-TB 400
T-Py1Py1/T-Py1Py1’ 5.42° (Twist) Lateral-TB 377
T-Py2Py2/T-Py2Py2’ 10.17° (Twist) Lateral-TB 265
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complex in BS view (Fig. 1(a)) shows possible forward-TBs which are
tilt boundaries with three types of possible interfaces, f0002gM k
f1121gT or f1121gM k f0002gT (referred to as Py2B or BPy2), f1120gM
k f1128gT or f1128gM k f1120gT (referred to as Py3Pr2 or Pr2Py3), and
a conjugate TB f1124gM k f1124gT (referred to as K2). For Ti with lat-
tice constants a ¼ 2:95 A

�
and c ¼ 4:68 A

�
, BPy2 or Py2B step can be

described as coherency disclination with a rotation angle of 8.01° as
recently proposed by Gong et al. [87] and Hirth et al. [89]. Similarly,
Pr2Py3 or Py3Pr2 step has disclination character with a rotation angle
of 3.77°, and K2 step has disclination character with a rotation angle of
12.32°. Fig. 1(b) shows the dichromatic complex in DS view. The lat-
eral-TBs could be three types of twist boundaries, f1100gM k f1100gT
(referred to as T-Pr1Pr1), f0111gM k f0111gT or f1011gM k f1011gT
(referred to as T-Py1Py1 or T-Py1Py1’), and a f1211gM k f1211gT or
f2111gM k f2111gT (referred to as T-Py2Py2 or T-Py2Py2’), with the
corresponding twist angles of 12.32°, 5.42° and 10.17°, respectively.

The interface energy of these possible TBs with coherent structure are
calculated (Table 1) using molecular statics simulations [90] with the
embedded atommethod (EAM) interatomic potential developed by Zope
and Mishin [91]. The normal-TB CTB, and three lateral-TBs T-Pr1Pr1,
T-Py1Py1/T-Py1Py1’ and T-Py2Py2/T-Py2Py2’ have low interface energy of
285mJ/m2, 400mJ/m2, 377mJ/m2 and 265mJ/m2, respectively.

We create a 3D twin with the two lowest energy boundaries CTB
and T-Py2Py2, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Construction of the simulation
model starts with a 40 £ 40 £ 40 nm single crystal cell with x-axis
along ½1123�M direction, y-axis normal to ð1122ÞM plane and z-axis
along ½1100�M direction. A 3D ð1122Þ twin is created according to the
shear-shuffle mechanism associated with f1122g twinning [90].
With the application of the anisotropic Barnett-Lothe solutions [92]
for the displacement field of a dislocation, TD dipoles which are infi-
nitely long in x-direction are introduced into the model every three
ð1122ÞM planes. TDs with Burgers vector § 2a2�c2

3ða2þc2Þ ½1123� [90, 93, 94]
pile up on ð1211ÞM and ð2111ÞM planes, forming twist walls. With
further atomic shuffling, the 3D ð1122Þ twin shown in Fig. 2(a) is con-
structed. Observed along the x-direction, the twin structure has a
hexagonal shape outlined by two types of boundaries, CTBs and
Fig. 2. (a) The unrelaxed model containing a ð1122Þ twin enclosed by CTB, T-Py2Py2 and T-
Pr1Pr1/T-Pr1Pr1’, T-Py1Py1/T-Py1Py1’, and T-Py2Py2/T-Py2Py2’ interfaces.
T-Py2Py2/T-Py2Py2’. The created structure is then relaxed for 100 ps
at 10 K with periodic boundary condition in x- and z-direction and
fixed boundary condition in y-direction. Fig. 2(b) shows the relaxed
twin having a near-cylindrical shape with 5 nm radius. We observed
four characteristic boundaries, CTBs, T-Pr1Pr1, T-Py1Py1/T-Py1Py1’,
and T-Py2Py2/T-Py2Py2’ that have low energy.
3. Crystallographic analysis of dislocation-twin interactions

Dislocation reactions taking place on/across characteristic TBs
may result in slip transmission, twinning/detwinning of the primary
twin and secondary twinning in the primary twin. Slip transmission
means transferring of dislocations across TBs, achieving propagation
of plastic deformation from matrix to twin microscopically. For con-
venience in describing twinning, PTDs and STDs refer to TDs associ-
ated with primary twinning and secondary twinning, respectively.
Twinning/detwinning of the primary twin takes place via dissociation
of the incoming lattice dislocations into PTDs. Secondary twinning
enables propagation of plastic deformation from matrix to twin as
well, while the deformation domain is accompanied by reorientation.
Secondary twinning accomplished by glide of STDs can be treated as
slip transmission to some extent in crystallographic analysis, in
which the outgoing dislocations are STDs.

Three factors, geometric slip continuity, change in elastic energy
and kinetic energy barrier associated with the reaction greatly affect
the relative likelihood of all potential different reactions. Geometric
slip continuity and the change in elastic energy can be considered in
crystallographic analysis by applying Werner’s GM [85] and Frank’s
criteria [86]. Although kinetic energy barrier associated with a reac-
tion is not easily assessed by molecular statics simulations, likely or
easily-happened reactions can be explored by using molecular
dynamics simulation.

3.1. Crystallographic analysis

All possible reactions are related to slip plane and slip vector of
the incoming and outgoing dislocations/TDs, character of twin
boundaries, and stress condition. In our study, there are three Burgers
vectors, ⟨a1⟩¼ 2110

h i
, ⟨a2⟩¼ 1210

h i
, and ⟨a3⟩¼ 1120

h i
, for incoming

hai dislocations that glide on (0001) or f1100g slip planes. To general-
ize possible reactions, n0 incoming dislocations (with Burgers vector
b0 gliding on plane P0 in matrix) are assumed to approach a ð1122Þ
twin. As the dislocations react on a certain boundary, n1 outgoing dis-
locations/TDs (with Burgers vector b1 gliding on plane P1) will be
produced, and usually a residual dislocation br will be left at the
interaction position. As for slip transmission and secondary twinning,
the Burgers vector b1 and the plane P1 are defined in the twin crystal.
Py2Py2’ interfaces. (b) The relaxed model containing a ð1122Þ twin enclosed by CTB, T-



Fig. 3. Schematics showing (a) the misorientation between slip systems in matrix and
slip/twinning systems in twin, and (b) traces on characteristic TBs as a dislocation on
basal on basal plane loops the twin.
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For twinning/detwinning of the primary twin, b1 is the Burgers vector
of PTD (b

1122ÞMð
tw ) and P1 is the twinning plane. All possible reactions

are described in the form,

n0b0 !n1b1þbr ð1Þ
Werner’s GM (Fig. 3(a)) [85] is adopted to evaluate the geometric

slip continuity. The possibility is assessed by a parameter λm which is a
function of the angle k between b0 and b1, and the angle d between l0
and l1 (where l0 is the trace of P0 on the TB and l1 is the trace of P1 on
the TB).

λm ¼ cos
90 B

dc
d

� �
cos

90 B

kc
k

� �
ð2Þ

where d and k are smaller than critical angles dc and kc [85]. The
angle d, representing the parallelism of two slip traces on the bound-
ary, is more important than k. dc is generally set as 15° [95]. The con-
dition for angle k can be less rigorous [85]. For Ti which has fewer
deformation modes than the cubic crystals, the critical angle kc is set
as 90° to avoid missing possible reactions. A modified form of Eq. (2)
considering both Schmid factors of incoming and outgoing disloca-
tions has been proposed by Beyerlein et al. [95]. Since we will discuss
Table 2
Character of dislocations on the TBs analyzed here. e/s rep
nate system, normalized by the magnitude of Burgers vecto

TB Type 1 (e/s) Type 2 (e/s) T

Basal ha3i Prism ha3i Basal ha1i
CTB �1.00/0.00 �0.85/0.53 0.50/�0.
T-Pr1Pr1 0.00/1.00 � 0.87/�0.
T-Py1Py1 �0.87/0.50 �0.85/0.53 0.00/�1.
T-Py1Py1’ �0.87/�0.50 �0.85/0.53 0.87/�0.
T-Py2Py2 �0.50/0.87 �0.85/0.53 �0.50/�0.
T-Py2Py2’ �0.50/�0.87 �0.85/0.53 1.00/0.00
stress conditions later, here we apply Eq. (2) for the following analy-
sis. For all possible reactions on/across TBs, the energy difference
before and after a reaction is described as the change in elastic
energy for the first order estimation, because dislocation
core energy and formation energy of twins and so on are hard to
estimate in crystallographic analysis. As the elastic energy associ-
ated with a dislocation is proportional to the square of the Burger
vector [86], the change in elastic energy after the reaction is esti-
mated as,

DE¼n1b1
2þbr

2�n0b0
2 ð3Þ

Following Frank’s criteria [86], a negative DE indicates that the
reaction is energetically favorable and likely takes place. A reaction
with positive but small DE may happen under mechanical loading,
but nucleation and emission of outgoing dislocations/TDs with large
b1 are unlikely. It should be mentioned that the application of Wern-
er’s GM [85] and Frank’s criteria [86] only indicates the possibility of
a reaction, but does not guarantee it.
3.2. Classification of dislocation-twin interactions

We further classify the interactions with respect to the character
of incoming dislocations, outgoing dislocations/TDs and the interac-
tion TB. When haii (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) dislocations either on the basal (0002)
or prismatic f1100g slip planes approach a twin, the possible interac-
tion sites are considered to be the characteristic TBs. Fig. 3(b) shows
the traces l0 on various TBs by dashed lines as a dislocation on basal
plane loops the twin. Similarly, the traces on various TBs associated
with a dislocation on prismatic plane can be identified. For the sim-
plicity of the analysis using Eq. (2), we describe the Burgers vector in
a local coordinate system as shown in Fig. 3(a), where the x’-axis is
normal to the slip plane P0, z’-axis is along the trace l0, and y’-axis is
the cross-product of z’- and x’-axis. Upon interacting, the line direc-
tion of an incoming dislocation is assumed to be parallel to l0. The
edge component of the Burgers vector is thus along y’-axis while its
screw component is along z’-axis. The edge and screw components
are then normalized by the magnitude of the Burgers vector. Table 2
summarizes the normalized edge/screw components of Burgers vec-
tors haii on various characteristic TBs. Correspondingly, four types of
interactions are grouped for three slip vectors haii on (0002) or on
the three f1100g slip planes.

Type 1 is associated with basal ha3i dislocations that have edge
character on CTB, screw character on T-Pr1Pr1, and mixed character
on the other lateral-TBs. Type 2 is associated with prismatic ha3i dis-
locations. These always have mixed character on all TBs. Type 3
includes basal ha1i and ha2i dislocations. These have mirror symmetry
about ð1100Þ plane (normal to l). As shown in Table 2, basal ha1i dis-
locations on CTB, T-Pr1Pr1, T-Py1Py1 and T-Py2Py2 have the same
edge component, and the opposite screw component, as basal ha2i
dislocations on CTB, T-Pr1Pr1, T-Py1Py1’ and T-Py2Py2’. Type 4 is asso-
ciated with prismatic ha1i and ha2i dislocations sharing mirror sym-
metry about ð1100Þ plane (normal to l). It is found that basal ha1i
resents edge/screw components in the local coordi-
r.

ype 3 (e/s) Type 4 (e/s)

Basal ha2i Prism ha1i Prism ha2i
87 0.50/0.87 0.62/0.78 0.62/�0.78
50 0.87/�0.50 1.00/0.00 1.00/0.00
00 0.87/0.50 0.00/1.00 0.85/�0.53
50 0.00/1.00 0.85/0.53 0.00/�1.00
87 1.00/0.00 �0.85/0.53 0.95/�0.30

�0.50/0.87 0.95/0.30 �0.85/�0.53
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and ha2i dislocations as well as prismatic ha1i and ha2i dislocations
may have pure edge or pure screw character on some lateral-TBs.

We analyze the tendency of possible reactions associated with
these four types of interactions using Werner’s GM [85] and Frank’s
criteria [86]. In the analysis, h § aii (i ¼1 or 3) dislocations either on
basal or prismatic planes are considered, since dislocations with
opposite sign can be activated under different stresses. Interaction
sites are on characteristic TBs, including CTB, T-Pr1Pr1, T-Py1Py1,
T-Py1Py1’, T-Py2Py2 and T-Py2Py2’ interfaces. Outgoing slip/twin sys-
tems considered in this analysis include basal hai slip, prismatic hai
slip, 1st-order pyramidal hai and h cþ a i slip, and 2nd-order pyrami-
dal h cþ a i slip in twin, as well as twinning/detwinning of primary
ð1122Þ twinning by nucleation and glide of PTDs (b

1122ÞMð
tw ) [90, 93,

96] on CTBs and secondary f1012g or f1121g twinning via nucleation
and glide of STDs (b

1012gTf
tw or b

1121gTf
tw ).

Fig. 4 schematically displays possible reactions in 2D viewwhere trace
l0 is out of the paper. The top (in white color) and bottom (in gray color)
regions represent matrix and twin. Dashed lines indicate slip trace on the
viewed plane. In the matrix and twin, the outgoing dislocations/TDs (in
dark red or blue color) are corresponding to the incoming dislocations in
the same color. Type 1 interactions are associated with basal ha3i and h�
a3 i dislocations. Possible reactions including local twinning/detwinning
of the primary twin, slip transmission and secondary twinning may take
place on CTB (Fig. 4(a)), T-Py1Py1 and T-Py1Py1’ (Fig. 4(c)). As shown in
Fig. 4(a), h § a3iM dislocations may dissociate into PTDs on CTB, causing
local twinning/detwinning; h § a3iM(0002)M ! h�a3iT(0002)T and
⟨§ a3⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨§ c�a3⟩T 1122

� �
T

may take place since their
associated d is zero, λm is relatively large and DE is relatively small. Simi-
larly, ð1121Þ secondary twinning from CTB with zero d and ð1012Þ sec-
ondary twinning (Fig. 4(c)) from T-Py1Py1 with d ¼ 4:92 ° likely happen
Fig. 4. Possible reactions involving incoming haiiM (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) dislocation on (0002)M plane
incoming ha3iM dislocation on ð1100ÞM planes on CTB. Possible reactions involving incoming
area shows slip planes that are not edge-on in current view.)
since they have the largest λm and the most negative DE among their
twin families.

Type 2 interactions are associated with prismatic ha3i and ⟨�a3⟩
dislocations. Possible reactions may take place on CTB (Fig. 4(e)), T-
Py1Py1, T-Py1Py1’, T-Py2Py2 and T-Py2Py2’. Local twinning/detwinning
of the primary twin results from dissociation of h § a3iM dislocations
into PTDs. Slip transmission ⟨§ a3⟩M 1100

� �
M
! ⟨� a3⟩T 1100

� �
T

likely happens because ð1100ÞM and ð1100ÞT slip planes are parallel.
ð2111Þ and ð1211Þ secondary twinning also possibly happen because
their l1 is parallel to l0, the associated λm is the largest and DE is the
most negative.

Type 3 interactions are associated with basal ha1i and ⟨�a1⟩ disloca-
tions. Possible reactions include local twinning/detwinning of the pri-
mary twin, slip transmission and secondary twinning. The associated
reactions may take place on CTB (Fig. 4(a)), T-Pr1Pr1 (Fig. 4(b)), T-Py1Py1
(Fig. 4(c)) and T-Py2Py2 (Fig. 4(d)). Local twining/detwinning may take
place on CTB. Slip transmission h § a1iM(0002)M ! h�a1iT(0002)T (with
d ¼ 0 ° on CTB) and ⟨§ a1⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨� a1⟩T 0110

� �
T
(with d ¼ 7:46

° on T-Py2Py2) probably take place since their associated λm is relatively
large while DE is positive but relatively small. ð2111Þ (with d ¼ 6:70 °
on T-Pr1Pr1) and ð1012Þ (with d ¼ 4:92 ° on T-Py2Py2) secondary twin-
ning are more likely happening among their twin families because they
have the largest λm and themost negativeDE.

Type 4 interactions are associated with prismatic ha1i and ⟨�a1⟩
dislocations. Possible reactions take place on CTB (Fig. 4(f)), T-Py1Py1’
(Fig. 4(g)) and T-Py2Py2 (Fig. 4(h)). Local twinning/detwinning of the
primary twin may happen via dissociation of h § a1iM dislocations
into PTDs. Meanwhile, slip transmission ⟨§ a1⟩M 0110

� �
M
! ⟨§ a2⟩T

1010
� �

T
(with d ¼ 0 ° on CTB) and ⟨§ a1⟩M 0110

� �
M
! ⟨� a1⟩T

0002ð ÞT (with d ¼ 7:46 ° on T-Py2Py2) probably take place since their
s on (a) CTB, (b) T-Pr1Pr1, (c) T-Py1Py1 and (d) T-Py2Py2. (e) Possible reactions involving
haiiM dislocation on ð0110ÞM planes on (f) CTB, (g) T-Py1Py1’ and (h) T-Py2Py2. (Shaded



Table 3
Possible reactions associated with type 1�4 interaction. Refer to Fig. 4 for complementary informa-
tion. The Burgers vector of the residual dislocation has a complex form and is not listed in the Table.

b1 P1 k (°) d (°)/TB λm n0 n1 DE (A
� 2)

Type 1: b0: ha3iM; P0: (0002)M

b
1122ÞMð

tw ð1122ÞM 57.77 0/CTB 0.53 1 �5 �2.06

h-a3iT (0002)T 64.47 0/CTB 0.43 1 1 9.92

⟨c�a3⟩T ð1122ÞT 6.70 0/CTB 0.99 2 1 13.78

b
1012ÞTð

tw ð1012ÞT 27.79 4.92/T-Py1Py1 0.77 1 4 �5.30

b
0112ÞTð

tw ð0112ÞT 27.79 4.92/T-Py1Py1’ 0.77 1 4 �5.30

b
1121ÞTð

tw ð1121ÞT 8.03 0/CTB 0.99 1 9 �7.69

Type 2: b0: ha3iM; P0: ð1100ÞM
b

1122ÞMð
tw ð1122ÞM 57.77 0/CTB 0.53 1 �5 �2.06

h-a3iT ð1100ÞT 64.47 0/CTB; T-Py1Py1; T-Py1Py1’;
T-Py2Py2; T-Py2Py2’

0.43 1 1 9.92

b
2111ÞTð

tw ð2111ÞT 37.27 0/CTB; T-Py1Py1; T-Py1Py1’;
T-Py2Py2

0.80 1 7 �4.83

b
1211ÞTð

tw ð1211ÞT 37.27 0/CTB; T-Py1Py1; T-Py1Py1’;
T-Py2Py2’

0.80 1 7 �4.83

Type 3: b0: ha1iM; P0: (0002)M

b
1122ÞMð

tw ð1122ÞM 74.53 0/CTB 0.27 1 2 �0.41

h-a1iT (0002)T 30.94 0/CTB 0.86 1 1 2.48

h-a1iT ð0110ÞT 30.94 7.46/T-Py2Py2 0.61 1 1 2.48

b
1012ÞTð

tw ð1012ÞT 40.39 4.92/T-Py1Py1 0.66 �1 3 �3.76

b
2111ÞTð

tw ð2111ÞT 46.51 6.70/T-Pr1Pr1 0.53 �1 6 �3.54

Type 4: b0: ha1iM; P0: ð0110ÞM
b

1122ÞMð
tw ð1122ÞM 74.53 0/CTB 0.27 1 2 �0.41

ha1iM ð1010ÞT 50.04 0/CTB 0.64 1 1 6.23

h-a1iT (0002)T 30.94 7.46/T-Py2Py2 0.61 1 1 2.48

b
1122ÞMð

tw ð1122ÞM 74.53 0/CTB 0.27 1 2 �0.41

b
1102ÞTð

tw ð1102ÞT 19.37 0/CTB 0.94 �1 4 �6.15

b
2111ÞTð

tw ð2111ÞT 46.51 7.74/T-Py1Py1’ 0.69 �1 6 �3.54
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associated λm is relatively large while DE is positive but relatively
small. ð1102Þ secondary twinning from CTB with zero d and ð2111Þ
secondary twinning from T-Py1Py1’ with d ¼ 7:74 ° likely happen
since they have the largest λm and the most negative DE among their
families.

Table 3 summarizes possible reactions in Fig. 4 and lists all parame-
ters. n0 and n1 are the number of b0 and b1 dislocations that can produce
the smallestDE. The signs of n0 and n1 indicate a change in the direction
of Burgers vectors. Local growth of the primary twin takes place when
n1 is positive while detwinning occurs when n1 is negative.

3.3. Remarks

The analysis presented above is unavoidably complex but neces-
sary to establish a complete set of possible dislocation reactions at
twin facets. The analysis provides a hint as to which ones may be
favorable, although it does not provide certainty about the reactions
that will actually take place. Once characteristic TBs of the 3D twin
are considered as interaction sites, the combined application of
Werner’s GM [85] and Frank’s criteria [86] makes it possible to iden-
tify dislocation-twin reactions that cannot be inferred from CMR.
From a thermodynamics perspective, all reactions may take place,
with a likelihood that depends on the energy and kinetics of defects
involved in the reaction. In crystallographic analysis, Werner’s GM
[85] takes care of geometric compatibility and Frank’s criteria deals
with the change in elastic energy. It is noted that when secondary
twinning is a product of the reaction, it has the largest λm and the
most negative DE in all four types of interactions. In this sense, when
the kinetics is not accounted for in the analysis, one would conclude
that secondary twinning is more likely to happen during all types of
interactions. However, the likelihood of possible reactions may vary
with other factors such as dislocation core energy, formation energy
of twins (elastic and interfacial), kinetics associated with dislocations
and twins, and stress. Therefore, the only way to examine these
potential reactions and to decide their feasibility is by performing
MD simulations. In what follow we present the results of such
approach. For each configuration in Fig. 4 the applied loading is pre-
selected according to crystallographic analysis in order to facilitate a
specific reaction.

4. Atomistic simulations

The construction of simulation models for interactions between hai
dislocations and a ð1122Þ twin starts with the relaxed twin model
shown in Fig. 2(b). Dislocations with Burgers vector h § aii (i ¼1 or 3)
on basal or prismatic plane in matrix are introduced into the model at
2 nm separation from the TB with the application of the anisotropic
Barnett-Lothe solution [92] for the displacement field of a dislocation.
Using the EAM potential developed by Zope and Mishin [91], the mod-
els are then relaxed for 20 ps at 10 K in the absence of applied stress.
For MD simulations of type 1 and 3 interactions, the introduction of
hai dislocations on basal planes breaks the periodicity in x-direction.
So, periodic boundary condition is applied along the z-axis while a
1 nm region adjacent to the surfaces normal to x- and y-directions is
fixed. For simulations of type 2 interactions, there is no periodicity
along the z-direction after the introduction of ha3iM dislocations on
ð1100ÞM planes. During relaxation, periodic boundary conditions are
applied along x-axis while a 1 nm region adjacent to the surfaces nor-
mal to y- and z-directions is fixed. For simulations of type 4 interac-
tions, a 1 nm region adjacent to the surface normal to x-, y- and z-



Fig. 5. (a) Initial configuration containing an ha3iM dislocation on (0002)M plane and a
ð1122Þ twin. (b) The ha3iM dislocation loops the twin. (c) Ring-shaped ð1121Þ second-
ary twin nucleates around inner boundary of the primary twin. (c’) The view of struc-
ture in (c) along h1 direction. (d) Formation of one secondary twin and two I2 SFs.
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directions is fixed since periodicity in all dimensions breaks after the
introduction of ha1iM dislocations. Later on, a stress tensor will be
applied to the models to drive the hai dislocations towards the twin. It
takes 2 ps to increase the stress tensor from zero to a constant value.
To trigger possible reactions on/across TBs, the applied stress tensor is
designed to produce a large resolved shear stress (RSS) on the disloca-
tion or twinning associated with those reactions.

4.1. Type 1 interactions: ⟨a3⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! 1121
� �

secondary twinning

The possible reactions associated with type 1 interactions are
schematically shown in Fig. 4(a) and (c). Crystallographic analysis
(in Table 3) suggests that slip transmission, twinning/detwinning of
the primary twin and secondary tensile twinning may occur as ha3iM
dislocations on (0002)M planes interact with the twin. In addition,
secondary twinning can be ruled out when the opposite dislocation
h-a3iM on the (0002)M plane interacts with the twin. Slip transmission
⟨§ a3⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨§ c�a3⟩T 1122

� �
T

and ð1121Þ secondary twin-
ning induced by ha3iM dislocations are of great likelihood because
Fig. 6. Cross-section views normal to λ direction showing (a) nucleation of ð1121Þ secondary
with an irregular shape. (c) detwinning of the irregular-shaped secondary twin accompanie
region enclosed by (c’) orange square and (c’’) pink square in (c). (d) Schematics illustrat
ð1122ÞT plane. (e) A unit cell of HCP structure. Symbols of atoms represent different position
to positions where blue atoms are.
their λm is close to 1. Meanwhile, ð1121Þ secondary twinning produ-
ces the most negative DE. It should be noted that two ha3iM disloca-
tions are needed to produce one ⟨c�a3⟩T dislocation. In what follows,
we show interactions where one or two h § a3iM dislocations on one
(0002)M plane approach the twin, revealing the formation of ð1121Þ
secondary twins.

Fig. 5(a) shows an incoming ha3iM dislocation on (0002)M plane.
The line direction of the incoming dislocation is along the z-axis. The
dislocation has a planar extended core structure and consists of two
mixed partial dislocations (pink and dark blue dot lines) and an I2
stacking fault (SF) in-between. The two partial dislocations have the
same edge components and opposite screw components. The black
dotted line shows the intersection line between the (0002)M gliding
plane and the upper CTB. It is noted that ð1122ÞT gliding plane and
ð1121ÞT twinning plane share the same intersection line along the
black dotted line. To promote the reaction, we apply a stress tensor
s1,

s1¼
0:75 0 0
0 �0:3 0
0 0 0

0
@

1
A GPa ð4Þ

that produces a 0.47 GPa RSS on the incoming ha3iM dislocation on
(0002)M plane, 0.41 GPa RSS on an outgoing ⟨c�a3⟩T dislocation on
ð1122ÞT plane, 0.51 GPa RSS associated with the ð1121Þ secondary
twinning, and zero RSS associated with twinning/detwinning of the
primary twin.

The 3D view of the interaction process is shown in movie 1, and
the corresponding cross-section view normal to l direction is shown
inmovie 2. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the incoming ha3iM dislocation loops
around the twin. The looping part of the dislocation has a condensed
core structure. After looping, an ha3iM dislocation loop is left around
the twin. As shown in Fig. 5(c), the interaction between the dislocation
loop and TBs results in the activation of a ð1121Þ secondary twin
around the inner boundary of the primary twin, forming a ring-shaped
twin domain (Fig. 5(c’)). Such reaction can be expressed as,

⟨a3⟩M !n1b
1121ÞTþbr1ð

tw ð5Þ
The crystallographic analysis suggests that the reaction is favored

because of the small angles k and d (less than 10°). In addition, n1 ¼ 9
twins on the upper and lower CTBs. (b) coalescence of two secondary twins into a twin
d by emission of partial dislocations from secondary twin tips. Atom displacements in
ing secondary detwinning together with glide of one 1

2 ⟨c�a3⟩T partial dislocation on
along ½1100�T direction. After a rigid displacement of 1

2 ⟨c�a3⟩, black atoms are moved
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minimizes the elastic energy change. Fig. 5(d) shows a whole second-
ary twin which develops from the ring-shaped twin domain, and I2
SFs that form between the tips of the secondary twin and TBs of the
primary twin.

Fig. 6(a)-(c) reveals details of the formation of the secondary twin.
As the incoming dislocation loops the twin, reactions take place on
the upper and lower CTBs. In Fig. 6(a), the yellow dashed line marks
the position of the (0002)M gliding plane. Two white arrows mark the
nucleation sites of the secondary twin on CTBs, which are also the
intersection lines between the (0002)M gliding plane and CTBs. Fig. 6
(a) shows local shears (corresponding to the nucleation of a ring-
shaped twin) in the primary twin due to the incoming dislocation.
The two white solid lines represent two ð1121ÞT planes with a sepa-
ration D1. Considering that the height of the primary twin is h0 ¼ 10:
50 nm, the angle between (0002)M plane and CTB is a ¼ 57:76°, and
the angle between ð1121ÞT plane and CTB is b ¼ 49:79°, then
D1 ¼ h

tanb� h
tana

� �
sinb ¼ 1:72 nm and spans 24 f1121g atomic planes.

The distance D1 is much larger than the thickness of the secondary
twins. When secondary twins propagate and coalesce, a whole twin
forms having an irregular shape (Fig. 6(b)).

The irregular shape of the secondary twin further transforms into
a lenticular shape, as shown in Fig. 6(c). The secondary twin tips and
the nucleation sites are always connected by ð1122ÞT planes (black
solid lines). Successive emission of partial dislocations on (0002)T
planes takes place during the transformation. To identify the dis-
placements of atoms within the transformation regions, we choose
two representative regions identified by dashed squares. The orange
square outlines ð1121Þ secondary twinning region, and the associ-
ated atom displacements are plotted in Fig. 6(c’). The region enclosed
by the pink square undergoes ð1121Þ secondary twinning followed
by detwinning accompanied with successive glide of partial disloca-
tions on (0002)T planes. The atomic displacements are plotted in
Fig. 6(c’’). In Fig. 6(c’) and (c’’), arrows show the in-plane displace-
ment normal to l direction while the colors reveal the out-of-plane
displacement parallel to l direction (�0.17 nm for blue arrows, 0 nm
for green arrows, and 0.17 nm for red arrows).

Fig. 6(c’) displays a seven-layer secondary twin. Across the sec-
ondary twin, region 1 undergoes a relative shear along ½1126�T
Fig. 7. During interaction between two ha3iM dislocations on (0002)M plane and a ð1122Þ twi
tion fully loops the twin. (b) The secondary twin reaches the lower TB. (c) Detwinning of the
ments in region enclosed by pink square in (d).
direction with a magnitude of 0.31 nm (which is equal to 7b
1121ÞTð

tw )
with respect to region 2. The number of STDs (n1 ¼ 7) is slightly
smaller than n1 ¼ 9 predicted by crystallographic analysis.

Fig. 6(c’’) displays the region after secondary detwinning followed
by emission and glide of partial dislocations on basal planes. Region
3, separated by a ð1122ÞT plane from region 4, shows relative 1

2
⟨c�a3⟩T shear. As suggested by the atomic displacements, Fig. 6(d) is
proposed to schematically describe the detwinning process (from the
domain enclosed by dashed line to the orange domain). A 1

2 ⟨c�a3⟩T
partial dislocation glides on ð1122ÞT plane, and is always on the tip of
the secondary twin. Consequently, a SF on the ð1122ÞT plane is cre-
ated. The SF is then corrected by the successive glide of screw partial
dislocations on every (0002)T plane in region 3. The correction of the
SF is illustrated in Fig. 6(e). It shows an HCP unit cell with . . .ABAB. . .
stacking. In the cell, blue open atoms undergo a 1

2 ⟨c�a3⟩T shift (brown
arrows) with respect to black solid atoms. On A- and B-layers, blue
open atoms can move to black solid atoms by vectors 1

6 ½1100� (light
blue arrows on A-layers) and 1

6 ½1100� (red arrows on B-layers). This
operation can be accomplished by successive glide of § 1

3 ½1100� par-
tial dislocations on every basal plane, creating an I2 SF. The correction
of the SF on ð1122ÞT plane is energetically favorable since I2 SF has
lower SF energy than a SF on f1122g plane [97].

ð1121Þ secondary twinning takes place but no ⟨c�a3⟩T dislocation
is activated although the applied loading can generate 0.41 GPa RSS
on an outgoing ⟨c�a3⟩T dislocation on ð1122ÞT plane and 0.51 GPa
RSS associated with ð1121Þ secondary twinning. For the same geom-
etry, we apply another stress tensor that produces 0.50 GPa RSS asso-
ciated with twinning/detwinning of the primary twin and 0.51 GPa
RSS associated with ð1121Þ secondary twinning. Again, secondary
twinning takes place while twinning/detwinning of primary twin
does not. In other words, the reaction does not create 3-layer TDs of ð
1122Þ twinning.

The interaction discussed above between two ha3iM dislocations
on (0002)M plane and a ð1122Þ twin under the stress tensor s1 is
shown in movie 3 in 3D view and movie 4 in cross-section view. As
shown in Fig. 7(a), a ð1121Þ secondary twin nucleates from the upper
CTB before the 1st incoming dislocation fully loops the twin. The sec-
ondary twin further propagates and reaches the lower CTB as shown
n: (a) ð1121Þ secondary twin nucleates from the upper CTB before the 1st ha3iM disloca-
secondary twin. (d) Cross-section view normal to λ direction of (c). (d’) Atom displace-
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in Fig. 7(b). Then, secondary detwinning takes place from the upper
CTB as shown in Fig. 7(c). In this case, secondary detwinning still hap-
pens even though it has a lenticular shape. Fig. 7(d) shows the corre-
sponding cross-section view normal to l direction of Fig. 7(c). We
choose one representative region enclosed by pink dashed squares to
reveal atom displacements after secondary detwinning. In Fig. 7(d’),
arrows show the in-plane displacement normal to l direction while
the colors reveal the out-of-plane displacement parallel to l direc-
tion (�0.17 nm for blue arrows, 0 nm for green arrows, and 0.17 nm
for red arrows). Regions 1 and 2 are on each side of a ð1122ÞT layer
(bounded by two orange solid lines). Region 1 undergoes a relative
displacement which is ⟨c�a3⟩T, with respect to region 2. There is no
in-plane displacement on the ð1122ÞT layer, indicating that the
⟨c�a3⟩T shear is accomplished by two 1

2 ⟨c�a3⟩T shears on two neigh-
boring ð1122ÞT planes. This operation creates two SFs on two neigh-
boring ð1122ÞT planes, which are corrected by the out-of-plane
shuffling of atoms on the ð1122ÞT layer. This mechanism likely helps
stress relaxation inside the twin.

We also simulate the interaction involving two h-a3iM disloca-
tions. In this case neither secondary twinning, nor activation of
⟨c�a3⟩T on ð1122ÞT plane, nor twinning/detwinning of the primary
twin take place.

4.2. Type 2 interactions: ⟨§ a3⟩M 1100
� �

M
! ⟨� a3⟩T 1100

� �
T

Possible reactions associated with type 2 interactions (in Table 3)
are schematically shown in Fig. 4(e). Slip transmission, twinning/det-
winning of the primary twin and secondary tensile twinning may
occur as ha3iM dislocations on the ð1100ÞM plane interact with the
twin, but secondary twinning is ruled out when h-a3iM dislocations
on ð1100ÞM plane approach the twin. Of all possible reactions that
Fig. 8. (a) Initial configuration containing an ha3iM dislocation on ð1100ÞM plane and a
ð1122Þ twin. (b) The ha3iM dislocation transmits into twin as one h-a3iT dislocation that
glides on ð1100ÞT plane, leaving a residual dislocation br2. (c) The h-a3iT dislocation
transmits back to matrix as an ha3iM dislocation on ð1100ÞM plane, leaving a residual
dislocation -br2. (d) Schematics showing planes with co-zone along x-direction.
may take place on the CTB, ð2111Þ and ð1211Þ secondary twinning
has the largest λm and most negative DE, but slip transmission
⟨§ a3⟩M 1100

� �
M
! ⟨� a3⟩T 1100

� �
T
has smaller λm and larger DE. All

these reactions may be activated regardless of the sign of ha3iM dislo-
cation.

Fig. 8(a) shows the model with an incoming ha3iM dislocation on
ð1100ÞM plane. The ha3iM dislocation has a planar core. With its line
direction along x-axis, the ha3iM dislocation has mixed character. To
promote ð2111Þ secondary twinning, we apply a stress tensor s2,

s2¼
0 0 1:50
0 0 �1:00

1:50 �1:00 0

0
@

1
A GPa ð6Þ

that produces 1.65 GPa RSS on the incoming ha3iM dislocation on
ð1100ÞM plane, 1.27 GPa RSS associated with ð2111Þ secondary twin-
ning, and 0.05 GPa RSS on an outgoing h-a3iT dislocation on ð1100ÞT
plane. MD simulations show that the ha3iM dislocation is obstructed
by the twin and no reactions are observed. To promote slip transmis-
sion of a ha3iM dislocation into twin, we apply a stress tensor s2

0,

s2

0 ¼
0 �1:00 0

�1:00 0 �1:50
0 �1:50 0

0
@

1
A GPa ð7Þ

that produces 1.27 GPa RSS on the incoming ha3iM dislocation on
ð1100ÞM plane, 1.27 GPa RSS on an outgoing h-a3iT dislocation on
ð1100ÞT plane, 0.25 GPa RSS associated with ð2111Þ or ð1211Þ sec-
ondary twinning, and 1.00 GPa RSS associated with twinning/detwin-
ning of the primary twin. The interaction process is shown inmovie 5
in 3D view. As shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c), the ha3iM dislocation indu-
ces a h-a3iT dislocation on ð1100ÞT plane inside the twin, which even-
tually transmits into the matrix, inducing a ha3iM dislocation on
ð1100ÞM plane. Two residual dislocations br2 and -br2 are left on the
upper and bottom TBs. The reaction can be expressed as,

⟨a3⟩M ! ⟨�a3⟩Tþbr2 and ⟨�a3⟩T ! ⟨a3⟩M�br2 ð8Þ
The incoming ha3iM dislocation and the outgoing h-a3iT dislocation

have the same edge component and opposite screw component. Con-
sequently, the residual dislocation br2 has Burgers vector (0.316, 0, 0)
nm, and is of screw character. Fig. 8(d) shows possible slip planes with
their co-zone parallel to the line direction of residual dislocation br2.
On each slip plane, the dashed line represents the dislocation line,
while the arrow shows the Burgers vectors. A pure screw ⟨cþa3⟩T dis-
location which is around 1.75br2 may glide on ð1011ÞT and ð0111ÞT
planes. With successiveha3iM dislocations gliding on the ð1100ÞM plane
and transmitting into the twin as h-a3iT dislocations, residual disloca-
tions br2 accumulate and may cross-slip onto ð1011ÞT and ð0111ÞT
planes as ⟨cþa3⟩T dislocations to reduce total elastic energy. During
the interaction, twinning/detwinning of the primary twin is not
observed. We further simulate the interaction between an incoming
h-a3iM dislocation on ð1100ÞM plane and a ð1122Þ twin under stress
tensor -s2

0. A similar reaction ⟨�a3⟩M ! ⟨a3⟩T�br2 takes place.
4.3. Type 3 interactions: ⟨§ a1⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨� a1⟩T 0110
� �

T

Type 3 interactions may result in slip transmission, secondary
twinning and local twinning/detwinning, as shown in Fig. 4(a)-
(d). Secondary twinning is ruled out when one ha1iM
dislocation gliding on (0002)M plane interacts the twin. Slip
transmission, h § a1iM(0002)M ! h�a1iT(0002)T and
⟨§ a1⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨� a1⟩T 0110

� �
T
, may take place on CTB and T-

Py2Py2 respectively. ð1012Þ secondary twinning and ð2111Þ sec-
ondary twinning may occur on T-Py1Py1 interfaces, but ð1012Þ
secondary twinning is preferred because of the larger λm and the
most negative DE. In the MD simulation we apply loading to
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promote slip transmission ⟨�a1⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨a1⟩T 0110
� �

T
and

ð1012Þ secondary twinning.
One incoming h-a1iM dislocation is introduced in the model, con-

sisting of a mixed partial dislocation and a screw partial dislocation.
We apply a stress tensor s3,

s3¼
0:50 0 0:46
0 �0:20 0:29

0:46 0:29 0

0
@

1
A GPa ð9Þ

that produces 0.63 GPa RSS on the incoming ha1iM dislocation on
(0002)M plane, 0.25 GPa RSS on an outgoing h-a1iT dislocation on
ð0110ÞT plane, 0.35 GPa RSS associated with ð1012Þ secondary twin-
ning and zero RSS associated with twinning/detwinning of the pri-
mary twin. As shown in movie 6, the h-a1iM dislocation loops around
the twin. No other reactions occur. The same result is observed even
under a stress tensor 4s3.

We then introduce the 2nd incoming h-a1iM dislocation to
increase the local stress, as shown in Fig. 9(a). The interaction process
under the stress tensor s3 is shown in movie 7 in 3D view. The 1st
h-a1iM dislocation loops around the twin. When the 2nd dislocation is
looping around the twin, as shown in Fig. 9(b), a ha1iT dislocation on
ð0110ÞT plane is nucleated under the applied stress together with the
repulsion of the 2nd h-a1iM dislocation. The reaction is expressed as,
Fig. 9. a) Initial configuration containing two h-a1iM dislocations on (0002)M plane and
a ð1122Þ twin. (b) After the 1st h-a1iM dislocation loops the twin, slip transmission
⟨�a1⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨a1⟩T 0110

� �
T
takes place on T-Py2Py2 interfaces. (c) The ha1iT dislo-

cation locally crosses slip onto (0002)T plane.
⟨�a1⟩M ! ⟨a1⟩Tþbr3 ð10Þ
The transmission takes place on two T-Py2Py2 interfaces, which is

consistent with the crystallographic analysis. The ha1iT dislocations
glide on ð0110ÞT planes, small segments of the ha1iT dislocations cross
slip onto (0002)T planes (Fig. 9(c)).

It is noted that ð1012Þ secondary twinning does not happen even
if it has larger RSS under the applied loading, and dissociation of
h-a1iM dislocations into PTDs is not observed even under another
stress tensor that produces 0.50 GPa twin shear stress. For type 3
interactions with two ha1iM dislocations, we observed similar results
as under stress tensor -s3, i.e., ⟨a1⟩M ! ⟨�a1⟩T�br3.

4.4. Type 4 interactions: ⟨§ a1⟩M 0110
� �

M
! ⟨� a1⟩T 0002ð ÞT

Fig. 4(f)-(h) shows possible reactions, slip transmission, secondary
twinning and local twinning/detwinning that happen on CTB,
T-Py1Py1’ and T-Py2Py2 interfaces when h-a1iM dislocations on
ð0110ÞM plane interact with the twin. Slip transmission, ⟨§ a1⟩M
0110

� �
M
! ⟨� a1⟩T 0002ð ÞT and ⟨§ a1⟩M 0110

� �
M
! ⟨§ a2⟩T 1010

� �
T
,

may take place on T-Py2Py2 and CTB respectively, with the former being
Fig. 10. (a) Initial configuration containing two h-a1iM dislocations on ð0110ÞM plane
and a ð1122Þ twin. (b) The 1st h-a1iM dislocation transmits into twin as ha1iT disloca-
tion. Major part of the ha1iT dislocation glides on (0002)T planes while minor part
cross-slips onto and glides on ð0110ÞT planes. (c) ð1102Þ secondary twinning is acti-
vated after slip transmission under stress tensor s4

0 . The left figure shows the cross-
section view normal to λ direction of the ð1102Þ secondary twin.
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preferred. Secondary twinning can be activated when h-a1iM disloca-
tions are involved. ð1102Þ secondary twinning should be predominant
over ð2111Þ secondary twinning, because ð1102Þ secondary twinning
has the largest λm and the most negative DE. But secondary twinning is
excluded when ha1iM dislocations on ð0110ÞM plane interact with the
twin. In what follows, we apply loading to promote ha1iT dislocations on
(0002)T planes and ð1102Þ secondary twinning as h-a1iM dislocations
approach a ð1122Þ twin.

For one incoming h-a1iM dislocation on a ð0110ÞM plane as shown
in Fig. 10(a), two stress tensors s4 and s4

0 are applied to the model
respectively. In order to promote slip transmission, the stress tensor
s4

s4¼
0 �1:00 0:72

�1:00 0:93 �1:15
0:72 �1:15 0

0
@

1
A GPa ð11Þ

is applied, that produces 1.48 GPa RSS on an outgoing ha1iT disloca-
tion on (0002)T plane, 0.69 GPa RSS associated with ð1102Þ secondary
twinning, and 1.00 GPa RSS associated with twinning/detwinning of
the primary twin. In order to maximize the possibility of secondary
twinning, another stress tensor s4

0

s4

0 ¼
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 �2:00

0
@

1
A GPa ð12Þ

is also applied, that produces 1.00 GPa RSS associated with ð1102Þ
secondary twinning, and zero RSS associated with twinning/detwin-
ning of the primary twin. However, MD simulations show that the
h-a1iM dislocation is blocked by the twin and partially loops the ð1122
Þ twin under the two stress tensors s4 or s4

0. No other reactions take
place even if we increase the stress up to 3s4 or 2s4

0.
A 2nd incoming h-a1iM dislocation is introduced to increase the

local stress, as shown in Fig. 10(a), under stress tensor s4 that favors
slip transmission. The interaction process is shown inmovie 8. Under
the applied stress and the repulsion of the 2nd h-a1iM dislocation, slip
transmission ⟨�a1⟩M ! ⟨a1⟩Tþbr3 takes place on a T-Py2Py2 interface.
As shown in Fig. 10(b), the ha1iT dislocation glides on (0002)T plane
while small segments of the ha1iT dislocation cross slip onto ð0110ÞT
planes (Fig. 10(b)).

Under stress tensor s4, ð1102Þ secondary twinning with λm ¼ 0:
95 and DE ¼�6:15 does not happen. Movie 9 shows the interaction
process under stress tensor s4

0 which favors ð1102Þ secondary twin-
ning while inhibits slip transmission. As shown in Fig. 10(c), forma-
tion of a ð1102Þ secondary twin occurs right after slip transmission.
The inset on the left of Fig. 10(c) shows a cross-section view normal
to l direction of the secondary twin domain. The prismatic plane in
the secondary twin is parallel to the basal plane in the primary twin.
The 90° misorientation corresponds to the formation of a twin
nucleus associated with f1012g twinning [98, 99].

As for the type 4 interactions described above, with two ha1iM dis-
locations we observed slip transmission ⟨a1⟩M ! ⟨�a1⟩T�br3 and
absence of ð1102Þ secondary twinning under stress tensors -s4 and
-s4

0. Primary twinning/detwinning via dissociation of h § a1iM dislo-
cations into PTDs does not occur under § s4, although it induces
1.00 GPa RSS twin shear stress.
5. Conclusions

hai dislocations on basal or prismatic planes and f1122g twins are
commonly activated during plastic deformation of Titanium (Ti). We
conduct a systematic study of their interactions by both crystallo-
graphic analysis and atomistic simulations.

First, we predict possible twin facets associated with a three-
dimensional f1122g twin corresponding to low index interface
according to its crystallography. Next, we determine the low energy
interfaces, namely, the normal-TB CTB and three lateral-TBs T-Pr1Pr1,
T-Py1Py1/T-Py1Py1’ and T-Py2Py2/T-Py2Py2’ with interface energy of
285 mJ/m2, 400 mJ/m2, 377 mJ/m2 and 265 mJ/m2, respectively. Using
3D MD simulations of the twin, and allowing for relaxation, we
observed the formation of these twin boundaries (Fig. 2(b)).

Using crystallographic analysis, we classify the interactions into
four types with respect to the character of incoming dislocations, out-
going dislocations/TDs and the interaction TB. Type 1 is associated
with basal ha3i dislocations that have edge character on CTB, screw
character on T-Pr1Pr1, and mixed character on the other lateral-TBs.
Type 2 is associated with prismatic ha3i dislocations that always have
mixed character on all TBs. Type 3 is related to basal ha1i and ha2i dis-
locations that have mirror symmetry about ð1100Þ plane (normal to
l). Type 4 is associated with prismatic ha1i and ha2i dislocations that
share mirror symmetry about ð1100Þ plane (normal to l).

Possible reactions are analyzed using Werner’s GM [85] and
Frank’s criteria [86]. Dislocations with opposite signs are considered
since they can be activated during reversed loading. Some of the
resulting deformation during dislocation-twin interactions, such as
twinning/detwinning of primary twin and secondary twinning, are
directional and depend on the sign of hai dislocations. The interaction
sites considered are the characteristic TBs, including CTB,
T-Pr1Pr1, T-Py1Py1, T-Py1Py1’, T-Py2Py2 and T-Py2Py2’ interfaces. Reac-
tion induced slip/twin considered in this analysis include basal hai
slip, prismatic hai slip, 1st-order pyramidal hai and ⟨cþa⟩ slips, and
2nd-order pyramidal ⟨cþa⟩ slip in twin, as well as twinning/detwin-
ning of primary ð1122Þ twinning on CTBs and secondary f1012g or f
1121g tension twinning via nucleation and glide of TDs. According to
Werner’s GM and Frank’s criteria, secondary twinning would be the
most likely reaction because it has the largest λm and the most nega-
tive DE. However, these criteria are to be taken as a guidance, since
the likelihood of a reaction also depends on other factors, such as dis-
location core energy, formation energy of twins, kinetics associated
with dislocations and twins, and stresses. In order to account for
those factors, and confirm or reject these predictions, we performed
3D atomistic simulations. The applied load is preselected according
to crystallographic analysis in order to facilitate a certain deformation
mode.

MD simulations demonstrate that secondary twinning in type 1
interactions and slip transmission in type 2�4 interactions are domi-
nant, and reveal the possibility of forming hci and ⟨cþa⟩ dislocations
in twins. Moreover, some of these likely reactions take place on lat-
eral TBs other than CTBs. These results extend our understanding of
slip transmission, secondary twinning, cross-slip of hai dislocations
and role of characteristic TBs during the interactions.

For type 1 interactions with h-a3iM dislocations, we only observed
dislocation looping around the pre-existing twin. For type 1 interac-
tions with ha3iM dislocations, we observed ð1121Þ secondary twinning,
only one of three possible reactions predicted by crystallographic anal-
ysis. ⟨c�a3⟩T dislocations on ð1122ÞT planes cannot be directly nucle-
ated because of the large increase of line energy involved. However,
the nucleation of 1

2 ⟨c�a3⟩T partial dislocations and ⟨c�a3⟩T full disloca-
tions could be facilitated by ð1121Þ secondary twinning:
1
2 ⟨c�a3⟩T and ⟨c�a3⟩T dislocation glide, together with ð1121Þ second-
ary detwinning, reduces the area of secondary TBs. Moreover, this
operation may reduce deformation incompatibility between matrix
and primary twin. In experiments, the f1122g! f1121g co-family
double twins are often observed [28, 84]. Xu et al. [28] proposed the
nucleation of f1121g secondary twin through the interactions
between basal hai dislocations and f1122g CTB. This proposal is con-
firmed by our simulation results of type 1 interactions. Meanwhile, the
nucleation of 1

2 ⟨c�a3⟩T and ⟨c�a3⟩T dislocations during f1121g sec-
ondary detwinning can explain the observation of c-type dislocations
in the vicinity of TBs in TEM [74, 81-83].

For type 2 interactions, atomistic simulations do not predict the ð2
111Þ or ð1211Þ secondary twinning although the reaction has the
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largest λm and the most negative DE. This is ascribed to the underes-
timation of energy change associated with secondary twinning in
crystallographic analysis, because nucleation and propagation of sec-
ondary twins will change the structure of TBs. Instead, slip transmis-
sion of ha3iM dislocations into ha3iT dislocations on ð1100ÞT planes in
the twin takes place, and can be attributed mainly to the continuity
of slip across the boundary. In addition, slip transmission ⟨a3⟩M
1100

� �
M
! ⟨�a3⟩T 1100

� �
T

does not significantly change the TB
because of the screw type of residual dislocations generated, and
because the core energy of hai dislocations is small in Ti [100]. More-
over, residual dislocations br2 accumulated at TBs may act as sources
for the formation of ⟨cþa3⟩T dislocations on ð1011ÞT and ð0111ÞT
planes. ⟨cþa⟩ dislocations have low mobility [9-12] and may dissoci-
ate into a glissile hai dislocation and a sessile hci dislocation [101,
102]. The type 2 interactions can be another source for the formation
of c-type dislocations in the vicinity of TBs [74, 81-83].

For type 3 interactions, atomistic simulations reproduce the slip
transmission ⟨§ a1⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨� a1⟩T 0110

� �
T
. This reaction takes

place on T-Py2Py2 interfaces. Such reactions and their preferred inter-
action positions are consistent with the prediction by crystallo-
graphic analysis. ð1012Þ secondary twinning is also likely according
to crystallographic analysis, but is not observed in MD simulations.
This is because of the underestimation of the energy change in crys-
tallographic analysis. In experiments, hai dislocations can easily be
activated and characterized [74, 81-83] in both twin and matrix. The
slip transmission ⟨§ a1⟩M 0002ð ÞM ! ⟨� a1⟩T 0110

� �
T
during type 3

interactions can hardly be confirmed by experimental observation
because it is difficult to tell whether the hai dislocations in twin is
produced by the type 3 interactions.

For type 4 interactions, atomistic simulations reproduce both slip
transmission ⟨§ a1⟩M 0110

� �
M
! ⟨� a1⟩T 0002ð ÞT and ð1102Þ second-

ary twinning. ð1102Þ secondary twinning is likely to take place
according to crystallographic analysis since it has a λm~1 and the
most negative DE. However, in MD simulations, it takes place under
some specific loading and is accompanied by slip transmission. Once
again, this is because of the underestimation of the energy change in
crystallographic analysis. The f1122g! f1012g non-family double
twins are also reported in experiments but are less frequent than f
1122g! f1121g double twins [28]. Our simulation results are consis-
tent with the proposal [28] that the nucleation of f1012g secondary
twin is triggered by the interactions between prismatic hai disloca-
tions and f1122g CTB. In addition, as revealed by the simulations, the
nucleation of f1012g secondary twins requires specific and large
loading in type 4 interactions while the nucleation of f1121g second-
ary twins takes place easily during type 1 interactions. This may
explain the lower frequency of the observation of f1122g! f1012g
double twins.

The simulation results indicate an overall stronger obstruction to
hai dislocations of f1122g twins in Ti than that of f1012g twins in Mg
[52-58, 76, 77]. In Ti, simple obstruction to dislocations or dislocation
looping over f1122g twins take place when the applied stress is rela-
tively small for type 2�4 interactions. To trigger reactions such as
slip transmission and secondary twinning during type 2�4 interac-
tions, relatively large loadings (more than 1 GPa) are required. Mean-
while, f1012g twins show less obstruction to incoming hai
dislocations. As shown by previous works [52-58, 76, 77], local twin-
ning/detwinning via dissociation of mixed hai dislocations into PTDs
happens simultaneously when the incoming dislocations reach f
1012g CTB while transmission of mixed/screw hai dislocations into f
1012g twin occur even when the applied loadings are relatively
small. Consequently, Ti and Mg show different hardening behaviors
under loading. For example, compression along extrusion direction
on Mg results in a S-shaped stress-strain curve [103]. At the begin-
ning of loading when f1012g twins, hai dislocations and the conse-
quent dislocation-twin interactions are activated [103], the
hardening rate is small. At the beginning of compression along
normal direction on Ti when f1122g twins, hai dislocations and the
consequent dislocation-twin interactions are activated, the harden-
ing rate is larger [104].

The work described above predicts the formation of dislocation
structures and secondary twins inside twins and at twin interfaces,
following dislocation-twin interaction and slip transmission into the
twin. According to the Correspondence Matrix Rule (CMR), under-
stood as the crystallographic transformation of the dislocation line
and Burgers vector taking place as a consequence of the twin reorien-
tation, there is no slip system in the f1122g twin corresponding to
basal hai slip or prismatic hai slip in matrix, implying that slip trans-
mission is difficult. However, this is inconsistent with experimental
observations. We find that this discrepancy between CMR analysis
and experiments originates in ignoring the character of the interac-
tion boundary and secondary twinning. We demonstrate our hypoth-
esis by using Werner’s GM [85] and Frank’s criteria [86], and 3D MD
simulations. A highlight of this work is that 3D atomistic simulation
complements the geometric/crystallographic analysis by accounting
for the role played by core on reactions, and so provides a compre-
hensive understanding of dislocation-twin interactions. Different and
complex reactions could take place depending on the number and
character of incoming dislocations, local atomic structure of the inter-
face, temperature, and local stress field. An overall conclusion of this
work is that atomistic simulations, guided and supported by TEM
characterization, need to be used for inferring these processes.
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